
SCH4UI Grade liReview Pre-Test flc(,613 j.5
Part 1: Fill in +he Blank (20 marks)
Write the correct answer in the space provided including units where appropriate. No rough

work needs to be shown.

0 1. 0.3 mol x atoms

b(I’
2. The molar mass of CH3(CH2)NH3 I 0 .

3. The chemical formula for potassiUm bromate is WD3

4. How many valence electrons does magnesium hove? 9
F, ‘D “ -

5. What are the products of incomplete combustion? L-C) -‘-‘C°, i. a—(-i

6. Name the following using the Roman Numeral method, MnO

7. Write the chemical formula Ior strontium carbonate Sr CO3

8. How many moles are in 19 g of silver? 0. I

9. betermine the concentration oution with 2.35 mol opotasum fluoride
- ma.S.

JD’-kr(.’f J’Y’

10. What is the mass of the solute if m/v% is 15.3 ma 250 ml solution? 3 . 2_-’)

11. betermine the LIEN value for a 5-0 bond 0. 6
RYflR’T”, rf’ ICPO) m23I, r

12. betermine the number of moles of a gas tha+ occupies 28 L at STP 1 2

13. How many electrons_does C1 have? I e.

_____ ________ _____ ___________________

14. What is the chemical formula for sulphur trioxide?

__________________

15. What is the charge for iron in the following formula, FeP04?

16. Write the chemical formula of the products for the following reaction:

\k ,3O
zinc + copper oxide —‘ Zn 0 4 Cu

17. Write the chemical formula of the products for th.e following reaction;

2NH4OH+H2504-’ 2cf)
I.E. p-tqses

18. What are the trends for ionization energy on the periodic table? 1.E. rc-CcJ :

ricJLLS4 -lo co5’ v

19. Rank the following elements in order of increasing Tomic radius, K, Mg, Li, Cs 1_I)

20. A net ionic equation does not include

________________

ions.
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: Short Answer (20 marks)
Answer the questions in the space provided Show ALL work in order to receive full marks.
1’emember to include units!

21. if 100 g of silver nitrate reacts with 145 g of aluminum chloride to produce aluminum
nitrate and silver ëhloride, calculate the actual yield if the percent yield of the reaction
is 93% (8 marks)
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22.A tanker car containing phosphoric acid (H3P04),with a concentration of 6.0 M derails.

and spills 2000L. What mass of solid sodium hydroxide is required by the clean up crew
to neutralize the spill? (6 marks).

/ / P0 + 3 ,ia 0 11 c) - 1’J P0z () ) H
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23. When ammonia gas reacts with oxygen, water and nitrogen monoxide are formed. All
substances are in the gaseous State. What volume of ammonia measured at 400 K and 95
kPa would be required to produce 50.0 g of water? (6 marks).
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